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About This Software

Leadwerks Game Launcher lets you play a variety of creative, experimental, and just plain wacky mini-games made with
Leadwerks Game Engine. Fly a spaceship through an asteroid field, play a round of miniature golf, or ride a lawn mower while

dodging killer cows. It's free and there's a constant supply of new things to try.

With Steam Workshop integration, you can talk directly to the developers and give your feedback for new ideas to be
incorporated into their games. Start a discussion and let the devs know what you liked about their game, what can be improved,

and any new ideas you have to add to their game. Your feedback will help them design their game and create something new
and unique for the Steam community to enjoy.

If you're looking for the latest polished blockbuster AAA game with no rough edges...this isn't it. If you want to try something
off the beaten path, complete with glitches, experimental ideas, unbeatable levels, and a never-ending variety of new things to
do, get Leadwerks Game Launcher. It's free and includes more than 25 mini-games, with new ones being added all the time.

Here are some of the mini-games you can play right now for free:

Hunt for Food

Asteroids3D

Vectronic
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Mini Golf

Beach Roll

The Mower

Cuber

Evaluation Abridged

Castle Defender

The Hankinator's Funhouse

The Hankinator's Phantasmagoria

Slafstraf Horror

Cuber

Nuke

Tunnels of Tarkus

Rise of the Pumpkinheads

The Biodome

One More Day

Lockdown
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The demo is very misleading, this game is actually extremely hard and frustrating. The lack of checkpoints (Especially during
later levels, like Chrono Clock) makes me want to pull my hair out and cry in the corner.. Very cool!
These are the only women i have ever interatctd with my whole life!

10/10 whould stop being a virgin again.. Well, I won this in a giveaway and I'd like to say a few things:

Pro's

This game is very good currently. It's new aswell.
It has a very good AI and the features of this game are amazing.
I like the way the creator/developer has used artistic kind of features to make this.

Overall: great game :D get it! very good!. A thoroughly charming puzzle-based platformer, well worth the £3.99 asking price..
Want to upset a D&D fan gift them this game. Will be the greatest gift of disappointment.. Honestly, I feel Serious Sam 2 is the
black sheep of the family. It is so underated and disliked by many.

Yes it has silly enemies and a random story line. But it is fun. With the ability to install mods, the game also has high replay
value.

In the end, out of all the Serious Sam titles, I always find myself going back to this one. Be Serious and give this a try.. OMG I
JUST DANCED 10 MINUTES STRAIGHT!
THE PUMPING EDM MUSIC OF THE SECOND LEVEL IS TOO AWESOME!
CAAAAN'T STOOOOOP, WOOOON'T STOOOOOOP!
\u266a\u266b\u266a\u266b\u266a\u266b\u266a\u266b\u266a \\(\u25d5\u30ee\u25d5)\/
\u266b\u266a\u266b\u266a\u266b\u266a\u266b\u266a\u266b\u266a
BEST DANCE MUSIC EVER IN A NON-RYTHM GAME!

SUCH POLISH, MUCH WOW!

You know you've got a polished game, when DS4 controller is supported and has its button symbols in the game.

I completed all levels and got all medals, also the plus variation of Time and Deus medal and I can say that many levels are
pretty challenging. For me speedrunning the levels is the most fun. There are also some nice achievements where you need to
not touch the floor or avoid all pickups or not get detected and such. For hardcore gamers there is even more challenging stuff
after you complete the game. With this wide spectrum of challenges this game is not only a platformer but also a puzzle game,
racing game, stealth game and all of its own.

<3
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All the game issues still exist for so many years and koei never do something, so what can we do?. This be dope with
multiplayer.. Do it for the zombies.

I literally only play this game for the zombies, I play almost only on community created maps and they are just great. I want to
buy the DLC zombie maps but $50 is too hefty of a price for I think only 4 or 5 maps. There is a new map pack coming for just
zombies which I do plan on getting but that is so I do not have to keep playing the old maps on my PS3 and so I can do split
creen on them. Yes I still play split screen zombies and it's great when your friend doesn't have a PC because some people just
don't get it and he's one of them lol.

Anyway I recommend this game for the zombies, if you can find a deal elsewhere or if the game is on sale I really recommend
it.. Ive played a decent amount of these games in the past. Minimal learning curve, configuration screen is somewhat annoying
when you hook up a controller. Just lacks as a whole.. Never had a server available, game is a rip-off beware.
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